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      Middlebury Energy Committee (Virtual and Town Offices (small conference room)) 
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 at 9:00 am 

Minutes 
 
  
 
Attendees:  Steve Maier, Dan Rafferty, Diane Munroe, Ross Conrad, Bill Cunningham, Mike 
Roy, Richard Hopkins (joined at 10am) 
Guests:  John Barstow, Chris Robbins, Jonathan Miller 
Absent:  Liv Herdman, Howard Widelitz, Lindsey Fuentes-George 
 
Meeting called to order at 9:00am 
 
Review meeting agenda – additions below 

• Ross asked that Police Station updates in light of changing gas prices be added to 
agenda + any updates re. library 

• Mike asked how we publicize the work of the Energy Committee aside from publishing 
our minutes 

 
Approve meeting minutes from March 16 and April 20, 2022 meetings 

• Dan moved to discuss and approve both sets of minutes, Ross seconded 
• Minutes approved as submitted 

 
Tri Valley Transit Transportation Electrification update from Bill C. 

• Buses are federally subsidized and need to run current buses for 7 years and 200,000 
miles before they can be replaced.   

• Will try to replace with electric buses where they will work.  Working with consultant at 
VEIC to help with this work 

• Just beginning to understand what some of the challenges might be.   
o First is battery range.  Right now, they can do 90 miles.  Have AM and PM routings 

that allow for managed charging during the day and 15 of the 20 routes fall under 
the 90-mile range. 

o Second challenge is winter battery degradation.  Brings 90 mile range down to 60-
70 miles.  In Middlebury, do have option to change buses out during routes, also 
are some charging options in Rutland 

o Third challenge is limited size of the buses. 12-15 seat buses work well on many of 
their routes though.  Other transit agencies in the state are piloting larger buses. 

• Pro:  tech is rapidly changing and there may be many new options in 3-5 years 
• Charging:  Standard charges are around $5000, rapid chargers are $30,000.  Are working 

with GMP to establish a standard rate for all times of day and not just overnight.  Also 
need to assess infrastructure capacity at their facility. 

• Costs:  managed charging results in 13-17 cents a mile; 33 cents a mile for unmanaged 
charging compared to gasoline powered at up to 50 cents a mile. 

• Supply changes issues are an issue, especially because 3 different vendors are involved, 
but should have 2 buses in Middlebury yet this month. 

• Training will also be needed for staff and drivers re. critical safety issues 
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Discussion: 
• Ross asked if buses came with any battery conserving devices (e.g. eco mode or b-drive) 

since speed and acceleration style can affect battery range.  
• Ross also asked if there was federal accommodation for battery life in case batteries don’t 

last the full seven years.  Fast chargers are harder on batteries and may lead to batteries 
needing to be replaced earlier. 

• Savings will also be realized not only in fuel costs, but also in maintenance costs 
• Federal guidelines should also ideally change to reflect electric marketplace 
• Will Tri-Valley be able to commit to never buy another Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) in 

the future?  Not at the point to make that commitment now, but actively thinking about how 
they could work toward this. 

• Could batteries be extended with regenerative breaking or solar on roof? What are bus 
vendors thinking re. this technology.  Bill will be attending a conference soon where this 
might be a topic. 

• Tri Valley also thinking about increasing their solar capacity at their Middlebury 
headquarters 

• Heating is a large drain on battery in winter, so heating while charging so warm when 
leaving station is an option.  Bill did note that heaters are now an auxiliary system that may 
need to use with diesel (Ross suggested check warranties for using biodiesel). Are some 
new tech options though.  Current process limited by state contracts, but hopefully these 
new options can be experimented with in future procurement rounds. 

 
Summit Housing Development on Seminary St. Extension: What steps can be taken to ensure 
energy efficiency? 

• John B:  One of the principles at Summit reached out to Executive Director of Addison 
County Community Trust (ACCT), but just around general partnerships.  John has not had 
a chance to talk with them about their track record around green development.  If it is to be 
affordable housing there may need to be some compromises. John also asked about what 
college’s role should be through Energy 2028 

• Steve asked Chris R. re. what are points of influence that committees like ours might have 
o May 26th 5pm public hearing re. zoning updates that might allow this development 

to take advantage of fee reductions associated with Act 250, but this wouldn’t 
affect building codes / energy aspects of the development (except that compact / 
walkable aspects would help with transportation reductions) 

o Site has shallow bedrock and this may be a pro for heat pumps rather than gas 
pipe installation 

• Mike R. asked about regulations re. no new gas hookups for new construction to drive 
where things go in terms of developments.  Is this something our committee could start 
with members of the selectboard? 

• Steve noted that geothermal heat pump systems are ideally suited for this scale of 
development and may even be more cost effective.  Having a good alternative to gas to 
present to officials would be critical for productive discussions. 

• Without boilers / furnaces, no basements are needed so this also helps with costs and 
bedrock issues. 

• Steve asked re. code requirement re. “net zero ready”:  Since town doesn’t have building 
standards, how do we make a proposal for adopting a building code along these lines.  

o Chris R. recommend that we start with Kathleen.  Did note that if you have codes, 
you need inspectors. 

• Chris R. did note that all parts of the development will need to come before the 
Development Review Board, so that is another possible point of influence. 
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• Mike Roy asked if we should form a working group that could meet more frequently to 
work on this in between our monthly meetings. 

 
Next Steps:   

• Create subcommittee.  Steve and Richard interested, as were John B, Jonathan Miller 
(JonathanMiller@deltek.com), and Mike Roy 

• Mike Roy will find a time to meet 
• Jen Murray should be consulted – John B. offered to do this 

• Productive outcome would focus on economic efficiency of energy efficiency and green 
technology so that proposals aren’t viewed as anti-affordable housing 

• Lots of good studies out there already – VEIC / farmworker housing, Habitat for 
Humanity, American Institute for Architects, etc. 

 
Updates on House Bill 518  

• Begin coordinating with the town as it looks like bill is moving forward 
• Per-project grant limit was increased to $500,000 even though overall appropriation did 

not increase 
• First step would be to wait to Request for Proposal (RFP), then we could ideally advance 

the library project.  Police would also qualify because they have a public meeting room.  
John B. also asked about additional solar installations on municipal buildings 
o Assessment process required by this bill would evaluate all municipal options. 

• Ross asked whether Dana Hart knew about the potential of this bill and Dan did note that 
he has been in dialog with her 

 
Next steps:  

• Dan R. will confirm passage of bill and then circle back to Dana Hart 
 

 
Updates and other news 

- Police Station:   
o Richard did social cost of carbon calculations and shared with Howard; need to 

follow-up and share with rest of committee 
- Memorial Sports Center Rooftop Solar 

o Work on moving this forward continues; developers and engineers continue to 
be involved and engineer has given his OK to new proposed approach 

- Climate Economy Action Center 
o CEAC is in the final stages of finalizing Climate Action Plan and have two 

Middlebury College interns working with them this summer.  One will work with 
Richard to update Addison County greenhouse gas inventory and dive into 
policy questions around, for example, fugitive methane emissions and wood 
burning; second will work with Climate Action Plan implementation 

- Public Outreach Working Group 
o Limited work in the past re. Button-up workshops, Front Porch Forum posts, 

Facebook page, and our annual report for town meeting 
o Mike R. talked about something similar to what Jim Gish was able to do for the 

railroad construction project 
o Mike R. could share some ideas re. a communications / outreach plan at our 

next meeting for us to discuss 
- Energy Plan (John B. wants it to be called a Comprehensive Climate Plan) 

about:blank
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o John B. is seeking money to initiate a pre-study for a collaborative effort 
between the college and the town.  John asked if the Energy Committee would 
be willing to consider contributing $1500 to this effort.  Would need to check 
with Kathleen about whether this would be an appropriate use of funds. 

- Turning Point renovation project 
o Richard had no updates to share 

- Other news 
o Ross mentioned that he talked with Brian Carpenter and learned that downtown 

hydro generation possibility is moving forward with the college 
 John B. can ask Sue Ritter for an update 

o Richard noted that bike rack by town office had been removed and will look into 
this 

o Diane will check-in with Liv and Howard re. summer note-taking 
o Check in with Lindsey re. her schedule so that we can ensure we have that 

selectboard connection 
 

 
10:35 – Adjourned            
 


